2000 ford explorer radiator

For more information go to Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option
and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE
replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable
brand name for replacement parts th CSF is a leading aftermarket manufacturer that specializes
in radiators, oil coolers and condenser We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Radiator part. Returns Policy. Recommended Use.
Product Fit. Quantity Sold. Shop Ford Explorer Radiator. Showing 1 - 15 of 22 results. Display
item:. Sort by:. Part Number: P Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Inlet Outlet Size : 1.
Part Number: CSF Universal Fit. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 22 results. Featured Brands.
Thickness Core Size Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers. Replacement Radiator - Core
Size Manufacturer P Core Size Manufacturer Core Size. Jun 14, Thanks to you guys I was able
yo find the right radiator for my Explorer. Fits perfect and works perfectly. Thanks ,I will order
from you again. Donna Jones. Purchased on May 28, May 31, Works as it should! What else can
I say? Laurie Lucas. Purchased on May 16, May 06, Ford ranger radiator. Fits the original
equipment high quality great price. Donald Donald. Purchased on Feb 18, Show More. Helpful
Automotive Resources. When the coolant temperature in your radiator and your engine is
outside the normal range, your PCM may trigger code P What are the Possible Causes of the P
Code? Defective or malfunctioning engine coolant temperature sensorLow engine coolant.
Once the engine cools, the thermal resistance in the ECT increases. As a result, the ECT sensor
circuit voltage. Fluid ColorWhat Type. Best Radiators for Your Vehicle Aftermarket replacement
radiators are as durable as their OE counterparts but they are more affordable, which means
you can get the same quality while saving money at the same time. Check out high-quality
replacement radiators at CarParts. How to Clean a Radiator There are two ways to clean the
radiator: internally and externally. The latter involves cleaning the radiator fins located on the
outside while the former has to do with flushing out old fluid and all the buildup that may have
accumulated inside of the radiator. How Hot Does a Radiator Get? But how hot does it actually
get? Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Autos helped make
these videos. Adding engine coolant also known as antifreeze to your Ford Explorer is pretty
easy. Engine coolant circulates through your engine to keep it cool in the summer but won't
freeze in the winter. Make sure to check your engine when it is cold for an accurate reading. The
video above shows you where the coolant reservoir in your Explorer is located and how to add
coolant. Be sure to check your owners manual to determine the correct type of fluid to add - for
Fords, it will typically be in a section titled Fluid Capacities in the back of your manual. Some
coolants will come premixed Removing the coolant reservoir cap on a warm engine could cause
the cap to fly off at a high rate of speed and fluid to spray out of the reservoir. Always wear
safety goggles when working on your Explorer. Promptly wipe up any spilled fluid as it is highly
toxic. Animals love its sweet taste, so even a spilling a small amount on your garage floor can
end up in the dog's stomach pretty quickly. If you notice an oily surface in your coolant,
immediately have your mechanic inspect your Explorer for head gasket leakage. Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has
broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Properly
inflated tires is the easiest way to improve fuel economy. The right tire pressure is NOT on the
side of your tire btw. If your transmission is running low on fluid, be sure to add some - find out
how to do this here! Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also
slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to
help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car
based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car,
but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for
the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Add air to your tires. Set the clock to the
correct time. Is the clock in your car ahead or behind? Learn how to set it here! How to add
transmission fluid. Rotate your tires. Rotate your tires at least three times per year. See all
videos for the Ford Explorer. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have
everything Will a Ford Explorer radiator fit in a Ford Explorer? Also, having to replace my
radiator but trying to do it as cheap as possible so trying to get one at a junk yard, is that okay?
Do you. No only on that one if you get one from the junk yard you are taking a risk you can try
to look at it visably but you dont know if it will leak or how long it will ask. Try going to Com and
see how much you can get it for there. I also have a 5 percent discount code for there if you
need it. Was this answer. Ok I replace my radiator and flushed the cooling system to get the
chocolate milk looking liquid out. NASTY Bought a brand new radiator, put it in, flushed the

system, filled it up and took it for a drive. Seemed really good. Until this morning we checked
the fluids before leaving to take my husband to work and the radiator was full of "chocolate
milk". My husband said it seems the transmission fluid is getting into the radiator. What do we
do? Are sure that its transmission fluid? The only way that could happen is if the transmission
cooler on the radiator leaked into the radiator but you said you replaced the radiator with a
brand new radiator. Usually the coolant looking like choclate milk is oil getting into the coolant.
So you thought that replacing thr radiator and flushing it would take care of it without fixing the
source of the contamiantion? So is thick and goey and a whitish brown color coolant? Please
login or register to post a reply. Easy step by step repair guide on how to replace an automotive
radiator, though appearances may vary the process is similar for most vehicles. I Keep Any
Special Tool To Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Love this site It is always easy
to find what I am looking for and even easier to get it sent to my door step. Skip to main content
Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Accessory Belt Idler Pulley. Accessory Belt Tension Pulley.
Accessory Belt Tensioner. Accessory Belt Tensioner Assembly. Auxiliary Fan Control Unit.
Bypass Hose. Coolant Thermostat Housing Bolt. Coolant Thermostat Housing O-Ring. Coolant
Water Outlet Housing Kit. Cooling Hose. Cooling System Adapter. Cooling System Flush Gun
Kit. Cooling System Tester Adapter. Engine Coolant System Pressure Tester. Engine Coolant
Thermostat Housing Assembly. Engine Coolant Thermostat Housing Kit. Engine Coolant
Thermostat Shim. Engine Coolant Thermostat and Housing Assembly. Engine Cooling Fan.
Engine Cooling Fan Spacer Kit. Engine Water Pump Stud Kit. Engine Water Pump with Fan
Clutch. Expansion Tank. Expansion Tank Cap. Fan Blade. Fan Clutch. Fan Shroud. Radiator
Cap. Radiator Cap Adapter. Radiator Cap Tester Adapter. Radiator Drain Petcock. Radiator Fan
Assembly. Radiator Hose. Radiator Mount. Thermostat Assembly. Thermostat Gasket.
Thermostat Housing. Thermostat Housing Gasket. Thermostat Housing O-Ring. Thermostat
Housing Seal. Thermostat O-Ring. Water Distribution Pipe. Water Outlet Gasket. Water Outlet
O-Ring. Water Pipe O-Ring. Water Pump. Water Pump Gasket. Water Pump Pulley. Air Intake.
Body Electrical. Body Sheet Metal. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Drive Belts. Engine
Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. Action Crash.
DIY Solutions. Koyo Cooling. OSC Automotive. Spectra Premium. Shop By Vehicle. Action
Crash Radiator; Premium. Click to Enlarge. Product List Price:. Quality: Premium - High quality
new replacement part. DIY Solutions Radiator. Notes: Radiator -- V6 4. Shipping Options: Free
Ground Shipping. OSC Automotive Radiator. Features: Hassle free installation O. Drop in fit,
form and function. All necessary fittings or hardware are included in each unit for an easy
install. The radiator core is tested prior to assembly and then once the assembly is complete the
unit is tes Enhancements added to solve original design failures and to improve the life of high
mileage vehicles: adding more fins per inch, thicker cores and even larger transmission coolers
to overcome the added heat associated with these vehicles. Show More Show Less. APDI
Radiator. Features: Increased thermal performance, enhanced design features, and design
commonization for maximum availability with the minimum amount of parts. Meets or exceeds
the manufacturer's specifications that are ready to install. UAC Radiator. Motorcraft Radiator.
Features: Designed for a long service life under varying thermal and pressure cycles.
Lightweight construction with long-lasting aluminum alloys. Aluminum fins meet rigorous Ford
corrosion specifications. Fiberglass-embedded plastic tanks for better durability under high
temperature conditions. Seamless connections on hose spigots prevent poor fit or leaks.
Designed and tested to meet stringent Ford Engineering standards for performance and
durability. Oil cooler-equipped radiators provide the engine and transmission with maximum
heat protection under demanding towing conditions. Spectra Premium Radiator. Notes:
Radiator -- With 2 in. Metrix Radiator. Product Remark: Plastic Tank. Features: OE Quality Higher quality and reliable performance compared to competitive products Exact fit - No
additional time consuming steps needed for installation OE Engineered - Lightweight and
improved engine cooling performance Aluminum Core - Advanced design for optimum heat
transfer Oil Cooler - Integrated OE design for efficient thermal management. Shipping Options:
Ground Shipping. Denso Radiator. GPD Radiator. GPD C Radiator. Features: Radiators are an
important part of the engine's cooling system. The main function of the radiator is to extract and
dissipate heat from the engine. Radiators help cool the engine for optimal performance.
Designed to meet or exceed OE fit, form, and function Durability tested on every new design
Direct fit replacement. TYC Radiator. Koyo Cooling Radiator. Shipping Options: Ground,
Overnight, 2 Day. CSF Radiator. Tech Note O. Koyorad Radiator. Valeo Radiator. Features:
OE-Equivalent. Direct fit for easy installation. OE Style mounting brackets and hose
connections. Integrated transmission oil cooler when applicable. Compact and lightweight. API
Radiator. Spectra Premium CU Radiator. Notes: Radiator -- With 1 in. GPD C. December 16th,
Posted by Clinton. Action Crash RAD July 4th, Posted by Brad Chapman. June 6th, Posted by

Perfect Radiator. Catalog: D. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Engine Ford Explorer. Catalog: H. Vehicle
Engine Transmission Ford Explorer. Catalog: B. Catalog: A. Vehicle Ford Explorer. Vehicle
Transmission Ford Explorer. Vehicle Body Engine Ford Explorer. Catalog: N. Catalog: P. Our
radiators are sourced from the most trusted aftermarket brands in the industry, so you can rest
assured that all Ford Explorer radiators in our catalog were engineered with quality in mind.
Check out our products below and order today! For more information go to This is vital in the
overall performance of your car and that is why regular maintenance must be observed.
Radiators are susceptible to various damage including rust, coolant blockage, damaged caps
and water pumps, and leaky hoses. In order to avoid such damage to your radiators, it's best to
observe the following maintenance tips:. Each part of the radiator is important and even the
smallest damage to any of it may lead to further problems. This is why worn and damaged parts
should be replaced immediately. Always look out for broken or brittle hoses and worn belts. Be
sure to replace the hose with the correct part number for your Ford Explorer. It is extremely
important that you provide sufficient amount of coolant or antifreeze to your car's radiator to
prevent overheating. Regular changing of coolant is also effective in preventing corrosion of the
radiator and engine. Check the level of your coolant on a monthly basis by looking into the
overflow tank. Thorough cleaning of your car's radiator is necessary to remove build-up of rust
and sediment, which can potentially cause blockage or corrosion. Sludgy or brown appearance
of the coolant basically means that it needs to be drained and replaced. You can do this by
taking out the plug located in the engine block. Turning off the engine and letting it cool down
sufficiently is a must before doing any work on the radiator. Keep in mind that it is extremely
dangerous to work with a hot engine. Conducting a pressure test will help you identify if there
are any external or internal leaks in your radiator as well as verify its capacity to hold a certain
amount of pressure. This is performed through the use of a cooling system analyzer. Attach the
radiator cap to the tester with an adaptor and pump up the pressure. Monitor the pressure
reading. A drop in the value indicates that there is a leak. Ford Explorer radiators are built to
provide cooling for this SUV's powerful and solid engine. A reliable radiator is one the most
important parts of a car to keep it running in tiptop condition. However, it is bound to
deteriorate and malfunction after some time because of a number of factors including excessive
heating, pressure, and corrosion. To keep the ride as cool as the car itself, here are some tips
on diagnosing and troubleshooting the most common problems of Ford Explorer radiators:.
Whether due to old age or lack of maintenance, blockage and corrosion are one of the main
causes of radiator damage. Rust will eventually take over your radiator and render it useless by
clogging it up and rotting holes into the system. Blockage and corrosion are most commonly
brought about by failing to the change coolant regularly and could be fixed by routine flushing.
Leaking radiators are pretty common and usually indicates an underlying problem in your
radiator such as epoxy and solder failure or faulty hoses. Diagnosing the cause of the leakage
is important to prevent further damage. Check for puddles of anti-freeze under your car and
inspect the radiator hoses and pressure caps. Depending on the source of the leakage, you may
apply temporary fixes like cold weld epoxy or have your car checked and repaired immediately
by a professional. Insufficient water and coolant is one of the main causes of overheating and
this may result to further damages to the radiator. One way to know if your radiator is in danger
of overheating is by checking if the temperature gage is approaching the hot range. In this case,
pull up and pop up the hood to let the radiator cool down. You may afterwards open the cap and
refill the radiator with coolant or water. There are a number of other problems that you may
encounter with radiators such as malfunctioning thermostats, damaged water pumps, and faulty
ignition wires. If you notice that your car's heating or cooling system is acting unusually,
inspect all the radiator parts to see if there is any damage that you should address immediately
and if the problem still persists, have it checked by the mechanic. If taken to a mechanic, a
radiator replacement could cost about USD. Although it is much advisable to immediately go for
a permanent fix, sometimes a car's radiator may leak in the middle of nowhere. When in this
particular situation, the best thing to do is to cover up the leak temporarily to reach the nearest
possible repair shop. An easy way is to pour a rack-sized black pepper into the radiator. It will
flow down into the hole and harden like a rock for plugging. As an alternative, pepper, paprika,
cornmeal, and mustard powder may also be used. However, if the leak is located on one of the
hoses, a duct tape can provide a temporary fix. But, keep in mind that these are just temporary
fixes and replacing or repairing the leaking Ford Explorer radiator would be much better. In
terms of cooling performance, there is no significant difference between down flow and cross
flow radiators. However, cross flow types are considered more advantageous when it comes to
combating plugging due to dirt build up. The down flow types feature a horizontal top tank and
a bottom tank. The positioning makes it easier for the dirt and scale to build up. You see, this
would soon plug the tubes and wreck the radiator. On the other hand, cross flow types feature a

vertical tank on each side, which makes dirt accumulate at the bottom of the tank. So, these
restrict only the bottom tubes unlike the down flow types that cause plugging on the top. In
general, cross flow types are more durable in the long run. Luckily most modern Ford Explorers
employ cross flow radiator designs. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Ford Explorer Radiator. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:.
Radiator part. Returns Policy. Recommended Use. Product Fit. Quantity Sold. Shop Ford
Explorer Radiator. Showing 1 - 15 of 69 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: P Vehicle
Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Inlet Outlet Size : 1. Page 1 of 5
Showing 1 - 15 of 69 results. Ford Explorer Radiator Customer Reviews. Replacement Radiator,
Standard Duty Cooling. Jun 20, The part I ordered was everything carparts. Next time I need a
part and need it now I will be ordering it from carparts. Terry Bradford. Purchased on May 27,
Jul 30, Amazing experience! This business is class and integrity. Darrell Longwell. Purchased
on Apr 12, Replacement Radiator. Jul 03, Had to replace after two years. This lasted exactly two
years, which is less than I expected. I purchased the item in November , and I had to replace it
November Purchased on Feb 17, Show More. Ford Explorer Radiator Guides. What are quick
and easy ways to temporarily plug a sudden Ford Explorer radiator leak? What is the difference
between down flow
2001 golf tdi
2005 chevy silverado alternator replacement
1998 chevy silverado hood
and cross flow radiator designs? In order to avoid such damage to your radiators, it's best to
observe the following maintenance tips: Replace worn and damaged parts. Don't scrimp on the
coolant. Regular draining and flushing. Conduct a pressure test. Frequently Asked Questions.
How much does a Ford Explorer radiator replacement cost? Helpful Automotive Resources. To
successfully resolve it, you must first know what the logged code means. One of the codes that
you may retrieve from your scan tool is the code P00B6. Read on to learn more. Because
vehicles contain so many different fluids, most drivers experience difficulty distinguishing one
type of leak from another. Best Radiators for Your Vehicle Given the crucial role of the car
radiator in protecting the engine, always get the best replacement part for a worn or broken unit.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

